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Matter 2 – The implementation of the submitted JCS proposals
1. Whether policy 10’s proposals and associated text for employment
and housing are positively prepared, justified by the evidence,
consistent with national policy, and effective
1.2. Given the delay in bringing forward the NEGT, are the housing
delivery figures in the JCS Appendix 6 Housing Trajectory correct? For
example, has Rackheath started delivering homes in 2011/12 as stated
(is this not a commitment if they are built?)? And will the remainder
actually start delivery in 2014/15?
The housing delivery figures are incorrect. There has been no planning
application for Rackheath (not even for the 200 dwellings exemplary).
In relation to additional smaller sites around Broadland, it remains to be seen
whether construction will start on White House Farm and land north of Brooke
Farm (dependent on economic circumstances).
1.3. Will the NDR be built in time (in part or in whole?) to meet the
projected housing delivery dates and numbers in the Trajectory?
If the A47 Postwick Interchange draft slip and side road orders are not
confirmed by the Secretary of State, Postwick Hub as the first stage of a NDR,
cannot be built and neither can a NDR.
1.4. What is the status of the application for 3,500 homes in North
Sprowston, submitted in October 2012? How does this fit into the
Housing Trajectory?
An outline planning application has been submitted for North Sprowston, with
a request from the developer that a decision be postponed until after
resolution of the Submitted JCS. The NS&OC application comes below the
Trajectory figure of 3,850 dwellings on land inside a NDR,.
1.5. Does the above indicate more than a “slight variance” in the
Housing Trajectory? Is it of sufficient significance to warrant amending
the Trajectory to reflect reality to date?
The above situation does indeed reflect more than a slight variance.
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Other sites for housing have been identified by the GT AAP within the Core
South East sector inside a NDR, but there is no certainty that these could be
delivered in time to make up the shortfall.
1.6. Given the above, and the allowance for smaller sites in the JCS, is
the submitted JCS flexible enough to deal with any changing
circumstances (JCS para 7.17 and table), even though funding for part
of the NDR is now more certain?
Although the Government has approved provisional funding for a half NDR
route, Norfolk County Council intends taking a three quarters NDR between
A47 East and A1067 through the planning process (as shown in JCS.
Preparation of traffic assessments and economic appraisal will be on the
basis of a three quarters route. This involves risk; if a NDR should fail at
planning inquiry stage, the whole NDR project will fail and not just the
extension to A1067.
The Panel amended the JCS to refer to “acceptable improvements to
Postwick Junction (in the form of Postwick Hub or a suitable alternative”.
We suggest amending the JCS further to refer to “new inner orbital road links
as part of a sustainable package of transport measures for serving growth in
north-east sector” in the light of further uncertainty over NDR delivery.
1.7. Exactly what limited capacity in numbers is there for the delivery of
homes ahead of the NDR? Is it as the 7.17 table or as the North
Sprowston planning application or other?
The Panel amended the JCS Policy 20 to read:
"As part of the preparation of this AAP there will be an investigation of any
potential that may exist for further growth to take place (in addition to that
shown in the table below) without confirmation of the delivery of the NDR.
This will include testing whether interim schemes and /or alternatives to the
NDR could help to facilitate growth without compromising the spatial vision
and objectives of the JCS". (para 7.17)
In fact, missing alongside the GT AAP Issues and Options Consultation Draft
is the information specified above. In response to NNTAG’s email inquiring
the reason why, Broadland’s AAP Team says (10/5/13) that the consultation
provides a key stage in gathering evidence representations which will inform
the evolution of the plan and also further planning applications within the
Growth Triangle may come forward ahead of the AAP process. NNTAG
suspects that BDC is stalling on this matter.
NNTAG believes that the ‘traffic neutral’ North Sprowston planning application
can go forward without a NDR/Postwick Hub. It is doubtful whether the
developers would have submitted an outline planning application in the light of
uncertainty over NDR delivery were they not confident that the development
could be built without a NDR.
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1.8. NPPF paragraph para 48 allows for windfall sites to be included in
the housing supply figures provided there is compelling evidence they
will continue to come forward. Are the councils‟ now arguing in SDJCS
14 that windfalls should be included in the submitted and adopted JCS,
thus taking the housing numbers up to 42,000, which would be at the
higher end of the range set out in its Table 1?
We would like windfalls to be included in the housing supply figures because
past evidence has shown them to come forward. Also, windfall sites largely
tend to occur on brownfield sites, thereby making best use of land, increasing
densities and reducing the need to travel.
At the same time, we would like a reduction in the housing target by the same
figure (of nearly 5,000 dwellings), otherwise the housing total will continue to
stand at 42,000 dwellings (at least – see reply below).
1.11. Given the above SDJCS 14 points, does the housing forecast in
SDJCS 14 provide a robust and justified evidential basis for the scale of
the proposed development in policy 10?
NNTAG endorses CPRE’s statement on housing issues under Matter 2.
We are concerned that the JCS has planned for an over-supply of housing
relative to demand and delivery. Ref JCS Appendix 8 p.109 Annual delivery
rates and requirement, the figures in the right hand column add up to a total of
approximately 53,000 new dwellings in the period 2001 – 2026.
Planning pemissions/appeals allowed for residential development on land in
rural Broadland and South Norfolk NPA not previously allocated for
development (eg Blofield and Mulbarton), are increasing the JCS housing
total.
1.13. Does the area indicated in Appendix 5 of the submitted JCS
represent a justified and realistic “area of search” within which areas
sufficient to accommodate the various components of the proposed
growth triangle can be found?
A re-distribution of housing to SW of city justifies a smaller search area. We
would like to see deletion of the search area between Wroxham Road out to
Rackheath and Plumstead Road. Deletion of a NDR corridor would provide an
additional area of search
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Q1.15. What is the councils‟ evidence-based response (I have seen that
in SDJCS 8) to the concerns raised about the impact of traffic from the
submitted JCS policy 10 proposals‟ traffic on Wroxham and the A1151
Wroxham Road? Please would the councils tell me where to find the
evidence which lies behind their statement that “overall the growth in
the NEGT is not predicted to have a significant impact”?

1.1 Significant growth to the north-east of Norwich linked to a NDR/Postwick
Hub would increase traffic pressure and related environmental impacts on
Wroxham and Hoveton which lie approximately three miles away to the north
along the A1151.
1.2 The A1151 passes through the twin villages, giving access to the
holiday area between Cromer and Great Yarmouth. The road crosses the
River Bure,the boundary between the two settlements. Tourism and boating
industries have grown up around the bridge making Wroxham/Hoveton an
important centre for the Broads area.
1.3 The attractive humped road bridge decks an older C17th stone and brick
structure, designated a Scheduled Ancient Monument. A 15mph speed limit
operates and traffic signs warn of “queues likely”. A separate footpath runs
parallel to the bridge on a suspension bridge.
1.4 Directly to the south of the bridge, a traffic light controlled crossing
provides a pedestrian link from the east side of A1151 to the Broads Activity
Centre, the footpath from Hoveton on the west side having been removed. A
second light controlled crossing serves Hoveton centre which is dominated by
Roys of Wroxham eitherside of A1151. High volumes of vehicular traffic
through Wroxham/ Hoveton, especially in the summer months, conflict with
large numbers of pedestrians visiting the shops and river. Congestion, noise
and air quality are existing problems.
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1.5 NNTAG requested traffic flows for A1151 Wroxham Road between the
ORR and north of Wroxham/Hoveton without and with a NDR in the base
year, 2017 and 2032 (Appendix 1.15 A).
1.6 Traffic flows without a NDR assume committed and JCS development
and therefore give some indication of the scale of traffic growth arising from
NEGT.
For example, traffic link south of Wroxham bridge (no 17 without NDR; no 120
with NDR) shows two-way AADT traffic flows as follows:
2006 Base Year
2017 Without NDR
2032 Without NDR

– 14,429
- 15,971
- 18,147

2017 With NDR
2032 With NDR

- 16,205
- 17,689

1.7 Without a NDR, the JCS (and background traffic) increases traffic in
Wroxham by over 25% in 2032. The increase is slightly lower with a NDR in
2032. We have requested traffic flows for wider North-East Norfolk in order to
consider how traffic would be re-distributed by a NDR. Origin and destination
information collected in the NPA traffic survey in winter 2012 has yet to be
processed.
1.8 It would also be helpful to examine traffic flows for A1151 Wroxham
Road for Saturdays in August in addition to Annual Average Daily Totals and
figures for delays and queuing at the river bridge crossing and pedestrian
crossings on summer Saturdays and bank holidays.
1.9 The GNDP response is that the increased visitor pressure on the Broads
has been considered in the Habitats Regulation Assessment. In relation to
Wroxham/Hoveton, we have seen no evidence that the GNDP has
considered the impact of NEGT traffic on the A1151 in relation to impacts on
residents and vistors in particular on noise, air quality, road safety, historic
assets and the local economy. The Sustainability Appraisal does not assess
the impacts of NEGT option on Wroxham/Hoveton.
1.10 The GNDP response that some traffic would be related to leisure trips
to the Broads and the North Norfolk coast is no doubt correct. Some of these
trips are likely to have their origins in the NEGT.
1.11 The GNDP also states that any out-commuting will likely be associated
with new employment opportunities north of the Bure, as opposed to the
NEGT. It is far more likely that NEGT employment sites would attract rural
commuters.
1.12 NNTAG is concerned that increased traffic pressure in
Wroxham/Hoveton from NEGT could lead to the resurrection of plans for a
bypass. In the Wroxham Parish Plan (April 2011), respondents cited the large
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volumes of traffic on A1151 through the village as a major concern, with a
bypass as the preferred solution.
1.13 In 1985, Norfolk County Council adopted a bypass route to the east of
the villages on the basis of daily traffic flows which varied between 17,000 in
the holiday season and 10,000 in the winter months. (Norfolk County Council
Transport Policies and Programme 1993/94). A western route was found to
cause very large adverse damage to the natural environment. The River Bure
bridge scheme and road orders were confirmed in June 1992 following a
public inquiry. However, a successful High Court challenge led to County
Council rescinding the line of the bypass. Minor route improvements which
followed included a new pedestrian footbridge alongside the road bridge.
1.14 In conclusion, a NEGT would increase traffic pressures on the A1151
through Wroxham/Hoveton and add to pressure for a damaging bypass. The
environmental effects on the twin villages have not been considered by the
SA and GNDP.
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Table 1: 2006 Base Year

Table 2: 2017 without NDR scenario

Table 3: 2017 with NDR scenario

Table 4: 2032 without NDR scenario

Table 5: 2032 with NDR scenario

